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Abstract—To model possible suggested changes in TCP window adap-
tation in response to randomized feedback, such as ECN, we formulate a
generalized version of the TCP congestion avoidance algorithm. We first
consider multiple such generalized TCP flows sharing a bottleneck buffer
under the Assured Service model and use a fixed point technique to ob-
tain the mean window sizes and throughputs for the TCP flows. To further
study how changes in the adaptation algorithm affect the variability in the
throughput, we use an analytical-cum-numerical technique to derive the
window distribution (and related statistics) of a single generalized flow un-
der state-dependent randomized congestion feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has recently been a revival of interest in investigat-
ing how TCP’s congestion avoidance algorithm can be modified
to better utilize newer congestion control mechanisms, such as
ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) [3]. As a partial attempt
to analyze possible changes to TCP’s congestion avoidance al-
gorithm, we consider the performance of generalized TCP flow
control, as presented in [10], in a couple of scenarios. We
first present a technique to determine the achieved throughput
when multiple generalized TCP flows are buffered at a bottle-
neck buffer performing congestion notification via ECN. In par-
ticular, we present the analysis under the Assured Service [1]
model, wherein each flow is associated with a minimum assured
rate. By extending the fixed point analysis technique presented
in [14], we obtain the mean TCP window sizes and the mean
queue occupancy under this model. We then use these mean
values to accurately compute the throughputs of the individual
generalized TCP flows. By performing this analysis for different
generalized adaptation parameters, we study how the different
modifications to TCP congestion avoidance affect the relative
sharing of the excess bandwidth.

To further understand how changes in TCP congestion avoid-
ance affect the distribution of the window size (and hence the
variability in the instantaneous rates), we also analyze a single
generalized TCP flow subject to a state-dependent congestion
notification probability. We use a generalization of the tech-
nique presented in [13] to determine the stationary window dis-
tribution and other window-related statistics in this case. By
studying how such statistics vary as a function of the parameters
of the generalized congestion avoidance algorithm, we deduce
the relative importance of various suggested modifications on
the behavior of the TCP source. In each case, simulations are
used to verify the accuracy of our analytical technique. In par-
ticular, our analysis indicates that specifying a smaller reduction
in the window size on receiving a congestion indicator can lead
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to a smaller relative fluctuation in the short-term throughput of
a TCP flow.

The generalized TCP process increases its congestion win-
dow from the current value

�
by ��� ��� on receiving an ac-

knowledgement where the ECN feedback bit is not set and de-
creases its window by ��� �	� on receiving an acknowledgement
where the ECN feedback bit is set. By disregarding the tran-
sients present in real TCP implementations (such as timeouts
and fast recovery), we can model the window evolution of the
idealized generalized TCP process 
 ��������� � by the equations:

��������� ���	��� � ��� ��� ��� � �"!#�%$'&�(*) 
 �  (1)

�+������� �,� �-& � ��� � � �.� � �"!#�/(*) 
 �  (2)

where 0'132'14�5� and ��� are the parameter constants (clearly
�6��14���87 9 ) and ( ):
 �  denotes the probability of a packet being
marked (ECN bit set) when the congestion window (expressed
in MSSs) is � . The current TCP congestion avoidance algorithm
has the parameter set 
;0 �<&�$6= 9*1�� ���%$6= 9*132 �>$5= 9*1�� ��� 9 =@?  ;
algorithms with 
A0 �B&�$6= 9�1C2 �D$5= 9  are referred to as sub-
additive-increase, multiplicative-decrease (SAIMD) in this pa-
per. Also, the case of 
A0 � 9*132 �E$  ( � �%FG$ ) has re-
ceived significant attention in literature and is called additive-
increase, multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) � here. Our analysis
of generalized TCP behavior under the Assured Service model
assumes that the bottleneck buffer behaves somewhat similar to
the RIO mechanism presented in [1] except that it (randomly)
marks only out packets (those that exceed the profiled rate) with
an occupancy-dependent probability; in packets (those that stay
within the assured profile) are never marked by the router and
are dropped only due to buffer. Since this mechanism is sim-
ilar to Random Early Detection (RED) [4] applied to only out
packets, we shall call it ORED � (Out-RED) for convenience.

A. Motivation and Related Work

Under the current congestion avoidance scheme [2], a TCP
flow increases its congestion window by $ every round trip time
in the absence of congestion and halves its congestion window
on detecting congestion. This philosophy of conservative in-
crease and rapid decrease was particularly appropriate for an
Internet consisting of tail-drop queues where packet loss was

H
In literature, IKJ�L%M�NPORQSL%N4T is often referred to as AIMD, since the

congestion avoidance algorithm results in a unit increase per round-trip time.
However, we shall use the notation SAIMD to refer to the current congestion
avoidance algorithm.U

Unlike classical RED, our router port provides randomized congestion noti-
fication exclusively through ECN marking. Strictly speaking, this is still within
the purview of RED, which really stands for Random Early Detection (and not
Random Early Drop).



the sole indicator of congestion and where congestive losses oc-
curred only when a link was subject to sustained overload, re-
sulting in buffer overflow. However, such a drastic reduction
leads to several problems with TCP traffic on the Internet:

� It makes the instantaneous rates of TCP traffic vary wildly,
making it harder to stablize the queue occupancy in router
buffers.

� The sharp drop in the transmission rate on detection of con-
gestion leads to significant wastage of bandwidth, espe-
cially over high-speed large-latency routes, such as those
involving satellite links.

Explicit Congestion Notification [3] has been proposed and
standardized as a mechanism for faster and clearer congestion
indication to adaptive flows. In this scheme, routers set a bit
(mark the packet) in the packet header on the forward path on
detecting congestion. The receiver echoes this bit in the ac-
knowledgement packet; on receipt of an acknowledgement with
the congestion bit set, the sender reduces its transmission rate
appropriately. [3] required the TCP sender to treat an ECN in-
dicator in the same manner as a lost packet. Given the signifi-
cantly enhanced congestion signaling capacity of ECN, this re-
quirement may indeed be called into question. Since TCP per-
formance degrades rapidly when the packet loss rate exceeds� ? � , feedback mechanisms based purely on packet drops can-
not increase the maximum probability for random drops beyond
this value. In contrast, since ECN does not cause packet drops,
the associated marking probabilities can be much larger. This
flexibility permits ECN to operate over a much wider range of
randomized congestion indication; this, in turn, provides us an
opportunity to reduce TCP’s current drastic response to conges-
tion signaled via ECN. It should be clear that prospective mod-
ification to TCP behavior needs to be closely coupled with the
design of ECN mechanisms in router buffers. Several studies
have considered the advantages of using the AIMD congestion
control mechanism; [5] showed the optimality properties associ-
ated with a rate-based AIMD mechanism. [10] recently studied
the behavior of a generalized TCP window (governed by equa-
tions (1) & (2)) as a function of the router marking probability
and suggested reasons why AIMD ( 0 � 9�1C2 �%&�$ ) might be a
better model for TCP response to ECN feedback.

The Assured Service model [1] describes a framework for
preferential bandwidth sharing, where each flow (user) is guar-
anteed a minimum or assured rate as part of their service profile.
Adequate capacity provisioning is assumed to ensure that pack-
ets from a flow experience minimal congestive losses as long as
its transmission rate lies within this assured rate. Flows are al-
lowed to inject additional (opportunistic)packets beyond this as-
sured rate; such packets are treated as best-effort and have lower
priority. To enable network buffers to differentiate between such
packets, [1] proposes a tagging mechanism at the network edge.
Packets which stay within the profiled rate are tagged as in pack-
ets while packets that violate the profile are tagged as out pack-
ets; mechanisms such as a leaky bucket [18] or modifications
thereof [1] may be used to implement the tagging operation. In
packets are provided preferential treatment in network buffers
via the RIO (RED with In/Out) discard algorithm; RIO is simi-
lar to RED except that it uses different thresholds for in and out
packets to ensure that out (opportunistic) packets were dropped

before in packets. Limitations on the practical implementation
of this service model using current TCP implementations have
been reported. For example, accurate accurate differentiation
based on tagging requires the tagging function to be embedded
in the source (host node). Also, the practice of dropping out
packets via RIO has been shown to cause some unfairness to-
wards flows with larger rate profiles, primarily because of TCP’s
drastic rate reduction in response to packet drops. Note that the
Assured Service model can be practically implemented in the
Different Services paradigm [6], through the appropriate use of
the Assured Forwarding [7] per-hop behavior.

The analytical approach for estimating the mean window
sizes and throughputs of individual TCPs is based on the modifi-
cation of a mean value-based technique presented in [14], which
considered the case of multiple TCP flows, implementing the
current congestion avoidance algorithm, interacting with a ran-
dom drop queue. To derive the probability distribution (and
hence, other statistics such as the variance) of the congestion
window of a generalized TCP flow (for 2 � $5= 9 ), we modified
the approach described in [13], which presented an analytical-
cum-numerical technique to compute the TCP window distri-
bution when congestion was signaled via packets dropped with
a state-dependent probability. A purely analytical computation
of the window distribution of an idealized TCP flow subject to
packet drops with a constant drop probability was presented in
[12].

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Let � be the number of TCP flows which are sharing the
router buffer. We assume that each TCP source is persistent
(has infinite data to send) and transmits packets in equal sized
segments (different flows can have different segment sizes). The�����

TCP flow is assumed to have a nominal round-trip time (ex-
cluding the queuing delay in the bottleneck buffer) of 	�
�
� secs
and a segment size (MSS) of �  bytes. We shall let

�  denote
the window size of the

�����
flow in MSSs;

� �� �  will then pro-
vide the window size of the

�����
flow in bytes. The

�����
flow has

an assured rate of 	� bytes/sec and can consequently expect to
receive no congestion feedback as long as its transmission rate
is less than 	  .

We consider the generalized TCP window adjustment
paradigm. As presented in [10], a process acting in this
paradigm can be thought of as increasing its window by a func-
tion

��� ���*
 �  on receiving an acknowledgement in the absence
of congestion and decreasing its window by ��� ���*
 �  on receiv-
ing an acknowledgement indicating congestion. For the discus-
sion at hand, we restrict these functions such that:

��� ���*
 �  � �5� � �
��� ���*
 �  � � � � � 1

where 0'1C2'1��6� and ��� are constants that parametrize the flow
control algorithm. Although our analytical technique holds
even when different TCP flows have different parametric values,
we restrict ourselves in this paper to the case where all flows
use identical values of 0'1C2'1���� and ��� . As stated earlier, our
router buffer implements an algorithm which we call ORED.
The bandwidth of the bottleneck link serving the buffer is de-



noted by
�

bytes/sec. Our analysis assumes that �
� 7

��
 � � 	 4= (3)

The queue randomly sets the ECN bit on out packets with a
probability based on the buffer occupancy. Since in packets are
never marked, the only possible loss of in packets occurs due to
buffer overflow. The model thus essentially assumes that mark-
ing out packets with a sufficiently aggressive probability is ad-
equate to ensure that the window sizes of the connections do
not grow without limit. Mathematically speaking, this assumes
that � ��� ���
	  ������������� ���������� 9 . i.e., while 0 F 2 , which is
true in all practical cases of interest. Again, although our anal-
ysis holds for any queue where the the marking probability is
a non-decreasing function of the buffer occupancy, we use the
standard RED linear marking model for concreteness. Hence,
the marking probability ��)�� �� for out packets is given by:

�! #"!$&% I(''T L ) �+*&, '.-0/21436587
L 9  :"<;>= '�M?/2143�5@7/BADCE587'M?/21436587 �E*!, /2143�5@7GFH'I-0/?A�CE587
L 9  :"<; �E*!, 'KJL/?A�CE587

where
� ��� ��� and

��MON ��� are the minimum and maximum mark-
ing thresholds and ( )P�RQ is the maximum marking probability.
Of course, (�)P�RQ can now be much larger than conventional RED
queues, since packets are only marked and not dropped.

III. MEAN WINDOW SIZES AND THROUGHPUTS FOR

MULTIPLE GENERALIZED TCPS

To estimate the mean TCP window sizes and their achieved
throughputs when � generalized flows interact with an ORED
queue, we use drift analysis techniques to define a set of fixed
point equations. We first formulate the set of equations defining
the fixed point and then solve them using a gradient and binary
search-based technique. We finally provide comparisons of our
numerical predictions with simulated values to validate our anal-
ysis. It should be clear that under condition (3), each flow will
obtain at least its profiled rate, as otherwise it would never have
any packet tagged as out and hence, would have its congestion
window increase without bound.

A. Characterizing the Fixed Point

Following the approach in [14] and [10], we define the drift in
the congestion window of the

�����
flow by the expected change,S �  , in its window size as a function of its window size�  . The window size increases by ��� ��� with a probability

$ & ( 4
 �  and decreases by ��� � � with a probability ( �
 �  ,
where ( �
 �  is the probability of a packet being marked (ECN
bit set). Thus, the drift is 9 ( corresponding to the ‘mean’ or
center of the window) when

�  satisfies the condition:

�6� � � � 
 $'& ( 4
 �    � � � � � � ( 4
 �   = (4)

T
If UK-�VXWY(Z H\[ Y , then packet drops (or ECN marks) will occur even before

the TCPs flows obtain their assured rate. This case can be analyzed using the
approach in [14].

Accordingly, given a specific function ( �
 =  , we can obtain the
mean value of the congestion window by solving:

� �
�6�
� �O] � � $'&�(� 


�  
( 4
 �   = (5)

Clearly, relation (5) defines a set of � equations for
� �

$ 1 =�= = 1 � .
If the mean ORED buffer occupancy is ^ (bytes), we can

determine the corresponding function ( 4
 =  . In this case, the
marking probability for out packets is given by � )P� �� 
_^ a` .
Now, if a fraction b  of the packets from flow

�
are marked as

out, the unconditional marking probability for packets of flow
�

is b  � � )�� <� 
_^  . Unfortunately, when more than $ TCP flow
is present, b  is itself a function of both

�  and ^ . To see this,
note that, when the queue occupancy is ^ , the total round-trip
time for flow

�
is given by 	�
�
  �dce . Since the flow control

algorithm transmits
�  � �  bytes every round-trip time, the

achieved throughput f  is given by

f  �
�  � � 
	�
�
� �gce (6)

The probability of a packet being tagged as out is assumed to be
equal to the fraction by which the achieved throughput exceeds
the assured rate 	  . b  is thus given by b +�ihRj ]lk jh�j or, upon
using equation (6):

b  �%$'& 	  � 
 	�
�
� � ce �  � �  = (7)

Accordingly, the marking probability (  
 �   is given by

(� 
 �   � 
 $"& k j8m
� konon j

�2pq>��
j8m!rsj

 � � )P� �� 
_^  , which on substi-
tuting into equation (4) yields the following relationship (one
for each

� � 
 $ 1 =�= = 1 �  )
� �
�6�
� �O] � � 
 $'& 	  � 
 	�
�
  � ce �  �  � � )�� �� 
t^   ] � & $ (8)

We denote the solution for
�  of the above equation as u��
_^  to

explicitly indicate that the above equation is really a function of
the queue occupancy ^ . We shall elaborate on a technique for
solving the above equation (to obtain u �
_^  ) in the next subsec-
tion.

Given a value for ^ , we can then (at least in principle) solve
the set of � equations (equation (8) for

� �B$ 1 = =�= 1 � ) to ob-
tain the � values, u �
_^  , � � $ 1 =�= = 1 � . However, our solution
must satisfy another constraint: assuming that no queue under-
flow occurs (after all, this is a bottleneck queue), the sum of
the throughputs of the � flows must equal to the link capacity�

, i.e., V �
 � � f  � �

. For a specific value of ^ , we note that

f  � � j
�
c
�
m!rsjkonon j
�Ppq and hence, after trivial algebraic manipulations

arrive at the other constraint:��
 � �

u  
t^  � � 
^ � 	�
�
� � � �%$ (9)

v
As in [13], our formulation can also be used when different flows have mark-

ing probabilities that are scalar multiples of each other, i.e.,
� Y #"!$&% I4'�T Lw Y �& :"!$&% I('�T where w Y are arbitrary constants. We do not explore this scenario

in this paper.



The basis of our fixed-point theory should now be clear. As
we vary ^ and solve for the u  
_^  according to expression (8),
there will be one value for which the constraint (9) is satisfied.
This value of the queue occupancy is denoted by ^ m . The cor-
responding solutions for u 4
t^ m  provides the theoretical mean
window sizes

� m ; the corresponding throughput for connection�
is then computed by

� �j m!r jkonln j
� p �q . The existence of a unique so-

lution can be verified by varying ^ from
� ��� � � to 	 . At values

close to
� ��� ��� , � )P� �� 
_^ �� 9 and hence, from equation (8),

we see that u  
t^  will be very large. Accordingly, the LHS of
equation (9) will be much larger than $ . On the other hand, as^ �0	 , the value of u�4
t^  also increases (since it is clearly al-
ways larger than 	  � 
�	�
�
 �� ce  ). In that case, if we neglect
the constant term of $ in the RHS of equation (8), we can eas-
ily see, after elementary manipulation, that the expression (8)
reduces to

����� 
�  � � �O] � � ����5� � 	  � 
 	�
�
  �

^� �� �O] �o] � � �  (10)

which, for large values of ^ and
�  , yields

�  � �  � u 4
t^  � �  � 	  � 
�	�
�
� � ^�  (11)

By plugging expression (11) into the LHS of constraint (9), we

can see that the LHS turns out to be equal to
V �
j�� � k je . But by

our assumption (3), this is clearly less than $ . We can further
show that as ^ increases from

� ��� ��� to 	 , the LHS of (9) de-
creases monotonically and crosses $ at some point. Such a value
of ^ accordingly defines the unique solution of the fixed point.

B. Solving the Fixed Point

Our algorithm for solving the fixed point essentially consists
of varying ^ and solving for u��
_^  until the condition (9) is
satisfied.

An iterative gradient scheme (based on the Newton method)
can be used to solve for u�4
t^  . A value of

�  that satisfies
equation (8) is essentially the unique zero of the function � 
 � 
defined by


 $,& 	  � 
 	�
�
� � ce �  �  � � )�� �� 
t^   ] � &S$ & � ��6�
� �O] � (12)

Define � �P
 �   � 
 $"& k j8m
� konln j

� p q>��
j r j � � )P� �� 
_^ �<] � & $ and

� �5
 �  �
�	�� � � �O] � . By taking derivatives, we can see that

� � 
 �   is convex and decreasing in
�  while � � 
 �   is increas-

ing in
�  (since 2 7 0 ). Furthermore, if 2 & 0 F $ , then

� �5
 �   is also concave. Accordingly, we start with a value of�  slightly larger than 	� � 
�	�
�
  �.ce  and repeat the iterations
until we converge. In particular, if 2 & 0�
 $ , � 
 �   is con-
vex and hence, we can guarantee convergence without any over-
shoot. When 2 & 0�7 $ , we have the possibility of overshoot
and hence, need to take special care in our numerical procedure.
However, in all our numerical calculations, we were able to at-
tain convergence using the Newton iterative method using the
iteration �� � � � �� � � 
 �� 

���;
 ��  = (13)

The appropriate value for ^ i.e., ^ m , on the other hand, can
be obtained by a binary search procedure, since we have es-
tablished that V �

 � � � j
�
c
�
m&r jkonln j
� pq is monotonically decreasing and

smaller than
�

when ^<7 ^ m and larger than
�

when ^ F ^ m .
Thus, the entire algorithm consists of two loops: an outer loop
varying ^ via a binary search method and an inner loop evalu-
ating u 4
t^  via the Newton gradient method.

C. Simulations and Comparative Results

We performed fairly extensive tests, using a modified ver-
sion of the

��� &�� simulator [17] to compare the accuracy of
our analytical/numerical results with those obtained via simu-
lations. The modifications included incorporation of the gener-
alized

��� ���*
 �  and � �����*
 �  functions in the TCP code and
augmentation of the RED code to implement the ORED mecha-
nism.

To better illustrate our results, and also to understand how
changes in the adaptation parameters affect the sharing of the
excess capacity, we concentrate on the case of only � general-
ized flows. (We have however used between � &�� 9 TCP flows in
additional simulations to verify the accuracy of our technique.)
Both flows had the same segment size of ? $�� bytes. To pro-
vide illustrative results, we use four parameter sets, two belong-
ing to the SAIMD paradigm and two belonging to the AIMD
paradigm:

1. Parameter Set 1: ( 0 � &�$ , 2 �>$ , � �8� $ , � � � 9 =@? ), i.e.,
the current TCP window adaptation procedure.

2. Parameter Set 2: ( 0 � 9 , 2 � &�$ , �5� � 9 =�� , � � � 9 =R$ ),
i.e., an interesting choice of AIMD parameters.

3. Parameter Set 3: ( 0 � &�$ , 2 � $ , �5� � 9 = ? , � � � 9 =R$ ),
i.e., SAIMD with a reduction in the coefficients for window
increase and decrease.

4. Parameter Set 4: ( 0 � 9 , 2 � $ ,i �5� � 9 =�� and ��� � 9 =�� ),
i.e., AIMD with larger coefficients for window increase and
decrease than parameter set 2.

The link capacity was varied between � =@? & $�� Mbps. While��MON ��� and
� ��� ��� was maintained at � 9 and $ 9�9 respectively

for both parameter sets, ( )P�RQ was kept at 9 = 9 $ for parameter set
$ and � , and at 9 =R$ for parameter sets � and � . This was done
to ensure reasonable mean window sizes: for identical marking
probabilities, parameter sets � and � would have much larger
mean window sizes than parameter sets $ and � . We present here
the results of two different experiments, designed to study two
different performance characteristics of generalized TCP flows.

In the first set of experiments, which we shall call Experi-
ment A, we kept the round-trip times identical for both flows
but provided them different profiled rates. TCP flow $ had a
profile of $5= ? Mbps and TCP � had a profile of � Mbps. Both
flows were tagged by a leaky bucket-based conditioner with a
moderate bucket size of � 9 packets. Figure 1 shows the theo-
retical and simulated TCP mean window sizes/ throughputs for
parameter set $ as the link capacity

�
is varied. Figure 2 shows

the corresponding plots for parameter set 2 (we do not provide
plots for the other parameter sets due to space limitations). The
figures show remarkably close agreement between our analyti-
cal predictions and the simulated results. We conducted similar
experiments where � varied from � &�� 9 ; our predictions were
always within ? � of the values obtained via simulations.



In the second set of experiments, which we shall call Exper-
iment B, the two TCP flows had identical profiled rates ( $5= ?
Mbps) but different round-trip times. Flow $ had an 	�
�
 of
� 9 msec while flow � had an RTT of $ 9�9 msec. Figure 3 shows
the theoretical and simulated TCP mean window sizes/ through-
puts for parameter set $ as the link capacity

�
is varied; we see

the close agreement between the analytical predictions and the
simulated values. Similar agreement is obtained with the other
parameter sets; we omit the figures due to space constraints.
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Figure 2: Mean Window Sizes and Throughputs
for Parameter Set 2 (Different Rate Profiles)
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Figure 3: Mean Window Sizes and Throughputs
for Parameter Set 1 (Different RTT values)

We can also use this analytical technique to study another in-
teresting question: how do the TCP flows share the excess ca-
pacity (i.e.,

� & V �
 � � 	  ) in this service model and how do

changes to the parameters affect this relative sharing? The rel-
ative sharing of the excess capacity is certainly of secondary
importance in the Assured Service model, which merely seeks
to provide a minimum rate guarantee to each flow. Proportional
sharing and differentiation is, however, an interesting alterna-
tive for service differentiation; for example, the User Service
Differentiation (USD) [8] model advocates a framework where
the available bandwidth is simply apportioned among the con-
stituent flows in the ratio of the assigned weights. We now use
experiments A and B outlined earlier to study whether certain
choices of parameters in the generalized congestion avoidance
procedure are more effective in dividing the excess bandwidth
among the flows in the ratio of their assured rates.

In Experiment A, the assured rate of TCP flow � is twice the
assured rate of TCP flow $ . We use both our mean value-based
analysis technique as well as simulations to study how the ra-
tio of the achieved TCP throughputs varies as a function of the
window adjustment parameter sets and the amount of the ex-
cess bandwidth. Figure 4 show the simulation and theoretical
results separately. We can see that as the excess bandwidth in-
creases, the excess is never shared in the ratio of the profiled
rates. Rather, as the excess capacity (the sum of the profiles is
� =@? Mbps) is increased, this excess is increasingly evenly dis-
tributed among the two competing flows, as a result of which
the ratio of the attained throughputs decreases from � towards
$ . Also, more importantly, we see that parameter sets � and �
( 0 � 9 , AIMD) provide a closer conformance to the propor-
tional sharing model than parameter sets $ and � ( 0 � &�$ ,
SAIMD). Furthermore, although our theory indicates that the
ratio of the throughputs depends only on the ratio � � to � � , we
see that, in practice, a lower value of � � (a less drastic reduction



in the window size on receiving congestion indication) provides
for larger differentiation.
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Figure 5 shows the ratio of the obtained throughputs (both
theoretical and practical) for Experiment B. As stated earlier,
since the two TCP flows had identical assured rates ( $6=@? Mbps
each), the ratio of their throughputs would ideally be $ . Given
the inherent bias of window-based algorithms against longer

RTT connections, we can expect the lower RTT TCP connection
(TCP1) to obtain the greater share of the excess bandwidth. The
graphs in figure 5 do indeed confirm this phenomenon. More
importantly, as with experiment A, they illustrate that an AIMD
algorithm ( 0 � 9 ) provides for a closer fit to the proportional
model of capacity sharing than an equivalent

����� ��� adjust-
ment procedure. Also, as in Experiment A, specifying a smaller
value of � � leads to a closer approximation to the proportional
model.

D. Salient Features of Analysis

We have extended the mean value analysis presented in [14]
to obtain the individual throughputs when multiple generalized
TCP flows interact with an ORED queue under the Assured Ser-
vice framework. A variety of simulation experiments validate
the accuracy of our analysis.

We have also evaluated how modifying the parameters of gen-
eralized congestion avoidance affects the proportional sharing
of excess bandwidth. While it is hard to draw generic conclu-
sions, it does appear that an AIMD adjustment procedure leads
to a closer and more robust approximation to the proportional
sharing model than a comparable SAIMD algorithm. Our sim-
ulations also demonstrate that a smaller value of �5� results in
a closer approximation to the proportional model; bandwidth
sharing with a smaller � � is also more robust to variations in
	�
�
 . In the next section, we shall see that this is really the
result of smaller variance in the congestion window size.

IV. WINDOW DISTRIBUTION AND ANALYSIS OF A

GENERALIZED TCP PROCESS (2 � $ )
To further study the implications of changing the window ad-

justment parameters in ECN-enabled TCP, we now consider the
special case of a single TCP flow, being regulated by an ORED
buffer under the Assured Service model. [10] presented an anal-
ysis of the window distribution for a generalized TCP flow sub-
ject to a constant marking probability. While our analytical tech-
nique can be applied only when 2 � $ , we believe that this is
not a significant restriction as almost all popular flow control al-
gorithms use multiplicative-decrease (2 � $ ). We show how to
characterize the window evolution of a single generalized TCP
flow and provide the mathematical technique to obtain the win-
dow distribution in this case. We then compare the accuracy of
our analytical predictions with simulation results and use such
studies to further understand the implications of changing TCP’s
window adjustment procedure.

A. Formulating the Window Evolution Model

As before, consider a TCP flow with a round-trip time of
	�
�
 secs and a segment size of � (the sub-scripts being
dropped since only one flow is considered here). It interacts with
an ORED buffer serving a link of capacity

�
(which, for nota-

tional efficiency, is now expressed in segments/sec) and has an
assured bandwidth of 	 (also in segments/sec). Also, let ^ , the
buffer occupancy, and

� ��� ��� and
�HMON � � (the ORED thresholds)

be similarly similarly expressed in segments. Our aim is to find
the stationary distribution of the stochastic process 
 � �  ���� � .

If, as before, we assume that buffer underflow never occurs, it
is clear that the TCP average transmission rate will be equal to



the link capacity
�

. The packet tagging probability, b , is then
independent of

�
and ^ , and is simply given by the fraction by

which the capacity exceeds the profiled rate

b �
� & 	� (14)

Also, since we assume that the buffer never underflows, ‘the
pipe is always full’ and hence, the window size and the queue
occupancy are related according to

� � ^ � � � 	�
�
 (15)

Now consider the evolution of the TCP generalized window. It
is easy to see that although packets will be tagged as out as soon
as the TCP throughput exceeds 	 , they will not be marked (ECN
bit set) until the window has expanded to ensure that the queue
occupancy exceeds

� ��� ��� ; this, of course, occurs only after the
throughputhas reached the bottleneck bandwidth

�
and the win-

dow size has exceeded
� � 	�
�
 � � ��� ��� . Accordingly, a rea-

sonably accurate model of the marking probability ( 
 �  , as a
function of the window size

�
, is given by the equations

9*I � T L ) �+*&,�� - /2143�5@7�� U�� [���� O
L � = � I � MLU�� [	�
� T �E*!,�� - /BADC 587 �HU�� [	�
�
L � =�9  :"�; �E*!,�� J /BADCE5@7	�HU�� [���� O (16)

where b � e ]lke . The conditional transition probability of the
generalized TCP process is thus as follows:

� ,R*�� I ����� H L � � ��� H ������ � � F ��� T L N� ,R*�� I ��� Z H L � � ��� H � �� � � � J � � T L N M29*I � T� ,R*�� I ��� Z H L � � M�� U � �� � � � J � � T L 9*I � T (17)

where
� m � � ��� ��� � � � 	�
�
 .

B. Solving the Stochastic Process

The window evolution process characterized by the equations
(17) is clearly a state-dependent model. We accordingly use the
technique presented in [13] (which considered the special case
of current TCP congestion avoidance). This approach uses a
set of state-dependent mappings to define an associated process! 
#"  , which can be characterized by a differential equation be-
tween Poisson points of failure. Although space limitations pre-
vent us from furnishing all the steps, we provide the space-and-
time rescalings which are necessary in this generalized case.

The analysis consists of deriving a process
! 
#"  through the

following state and time mappings:

! 
#"  ��(
��%$'&)��RQ � � (18)

S " �/( 
 ���  S �
(19)

While the space-rescaling is a constant, the time-rescaling is
state-dependent; the resulting time-frame " is referred to as sub-
jective time. Subjective time is a non-linear, invertible contrac-
tion of the TCP time index

�
.

Proposition 1: It can be shown (using arguments similar to
[13]), that as (�)P�RQ)( 9 , the process

! 
#"  has the following

description:
There is a Poisson process with intensity $ , with points denoted
by 
%* �� �� � � . In between the points of this Poisson process,

!
evolves according to the equation

� !
�+" �

� � � (�)��RQ � !.�
b � � )�� <� 
-,� ��.$/&� & � � 	�
�
  = (20)

Let 0*
 !� denote the inverse of the RHS of equation (20). At the
points of the realization of the Poisson process 1 , we have

! 
%*
�  � ! 
.* ]  � 
 $'& � � 

2
Once we have obtained a process

! 
#"  as above, we can then
apply the numerical techniques presented in [13] for solving
for the stationary distribution of

! 
3"  . Briefly, the technique
consists of showing that the cumulative distribution function for! 
 =  , denoted by 4	5 
 N  , satisfies the differential equation

�64 5 
 N 
� N � 0*
 N  � � 4 5 


N
$'& � �

 & 4 5 
 N  !*=
The above relation on 475�
 N  is transformed into an equivalent
equation for a function 8 
 N  , defined by the relation 8 
 N  �

 $+& 4 5 
 N   � �

]:9<;=:> � Q � � Q . 8 
 N  is then solved using an it-
erative technique that was shown to be stable and rapidly con-
vergent. Once 8 
 N  (and thereby 475 
 N  ) has been computed,
the distribution for

� �
is computed by reversing the space and

time rescalings employed. Of course, one has to use caution to
account for the state-dependent nature of the time scaling used.
The interested reader is referred to [13] for further details.

C. Results

To illustrate the accuracy of our analysis, we take TCP’s cur-
rent window adjustment algorithm ( 0 � &�$ , 2 � $ , � � �D$
and � � � 9 =@? ) as a baseline parameter set and vary each of the
three parameters 0 , ��� and � � in turn. A set of typical results are
provided here, for the following network parameters: an MSS
of ? $�� bytes, nominal 	�
�
 of $ � =@?+? msec, an assured rate of
9 =BA ? Mbps and an ORED queue with a service rate of � Mbps
(the bandwidth-delay product is thus ? segments),

� ��� ��� �%$ ? ,��MON ��� �)C�? and (�)P�RQ�� 9 = 9 � .
Figure 6 shows the simulated and theoretical mean and vari-

ance of the window size of the TCP flow as a function of 0 and
attests to the accuracy of our analysis. To further demonstrate
the accuracy of our numerical technique, we also include a plot
comparing the predicted and simulated window distribution for
0 � &�$6= 9 . We see that increasing 0 from the current value
of &�$ , i.e., SAIMD, to a larger value (say 9 , i.e., AIMD) not
only increases the mean window size but also the the coefficient
of variation (defined as D � �FE G �.H 8� � JI

�l�����
r � �
�o����� ). A larger coefficient

of variation implies a larger relative variation in the short-term
transmission rate; thus, making TCP more aggressive in its in-
crement process can lead to higher fluctuation in the short-term
K
It is at a point L of the Poisson process that the condition Q L N is re-

quired. If Q�ML/N , then N IOL � T becomes ill-defined as 9  :"<; (and by implica-
tion,

�  :"!$&% I%� T ) tends to ) .



throughput. Note also that our technique becomes less accurate
as 0 increases. A larger 0 implies a larger mean queue occu-
pancy and hence a larger average marking probability; accord-
ingly, our mathematical approximation, which is clearly based
on the limiting process as ( )�� Q ( 9 , will be progressively less
applicable.
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Figure 6: Variation of TCP Window
Statistics (and Distribution) with 0

We have similar studied the window statistics and distribution
by varying �5� and verified the accuracy of our technique. The
figures do not provide any great insight and are thus omitted
here. In general, we find that increasing � � increases not just the
mean but the coefficient of variation as well. ([10] showed that
the coefficient of variation would ideally be independent of � �
if the marking probability was constant.) While decreasing � �

might thus appear attractive, such an action retards the rate of
window growth and consequently slows TCP’s ability to utilize
any unused capacity. Changes to � � should thus be considered
only in conjunction with changes to the other parameters.
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Figure 7: Variation of TCP Window
Statistics (and Distribution) with �6�

Figure 7 shows the plots of the TCP window statistics (as well
as the simulated and theoretical distributions for �5� � 9 =�� and
� � � 9 =�� ) when the decrease coefficient � � is varied. (Note that
[10] showed that the coefficient of variation is proportional to� �� ] � � , when the marking probability is constant.) It is most

interesting to note that as � � is decreased from its current value
of 9 =@? , the mean window size increases but the variance de-
creases, i.e., the coefficient of variation decreases rapidly. Thus,



decreasing the multiplicative decrease coefficient �6� appears to
provide a much tighter control on the TCP window. While de-
creasing this factor does imply a less drastic reduction in the
window size on receiving a single congestion indicator, routers
can affect the same overall amount of window decrease by sim-
ply adopting a larger marking probability. As stated earlier,
since ECN does not cause packet losses, the packet marking
probability can be arbitrarily large. In fact, this decrease in the
coefficient of variation explains our earlier observations on how
a smaller � � helped to achieve throughput ratios closer to the
proportional sharing model.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated how possible changes in TCP’s
current response to ECN-based congestion feedback might af-
fect the distribution of bandwidth among multiple flows and the
variation in the throughput of a single flow. To investigate this
issue, we considered a generalized TCP window adjustment pro-
cedure, where the window is increased by � � ��� in the absence
of congestion and decreased by � � �	� in the presence of con-
gestion.

We first analyzed the Assured Service model, when multi-
ple generalized TCP flows interact with a queue that marks
out-of-profile packets with an occupancy-dependent probabil-
ity. Using a mean value-based fixed point iterative technique,
we computed the mean TCP window sizes and TCP through-
puts; simulations were used to verify the accuracy of our
analysis. Our analysis indicates that the use of an additive-
increase, multiplicative-decrease window adjustment paradigm
results in a closer approximation to the proportional sharing
of excess bandwidth than an equivalent sub-additive-increase,
multiplicative-decrease window adjustment algorithm.

We then considered the case of a single generalized TCP flow
(with 2 � $ ) under the Assured Service model and provided
an analytical-cum-numerical technique to evaluate the window
distribution in this case. We used this technique to study the
dependence of the window statistics on 0 , � � and � � . In par-
ticular, we showed that decreasing the multiplicative decrease
coefficient (from the current TCP value of 9 =@? ) leads to a sharp
decrease in the coefficient of variation and is probably the most
important recommended modification to the current TCP algo-
rithm. Although such a decrease reduces the effect that marking
a single packet has on the buffer occupancy, buffers can achieve
the same level of congestion control by simply increasing the
marking probability. This observation illustrates the importance
of designing marking functions in buffers in tandem with modi-
fied window adaptation algorithms at the TCP sources. Accord-
ingly, in the near future, we intend to relate the marking function
in an ECN queue to various studies on the window adjustment
parameters.
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